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To all thon, it may concern:
ise it, known that, , ADoy PH. F. GALL, a 12, and 13 show sections of the opera
citizen of the Enited States, residing -at, mechanism
taken on the line i3-22
West Orange, in the county of Essex, State 3, Fig lish G'\ing the position is th

of New Jersey, have invented certain fiew
and iseful in provements in Kinetoscopes;
and do declare the fellowing to be a fui,
trie, and exact description of the said inven
{irt. Stigh as will easie oilers skillied in th
ari,
to whici, it appertains to make use of the
:3:83.
investion 1elates to a very siapie

anisin vine:2 project.

i'Gws of photograpis,

row and Fig. 13, the ot,
i4 is an enlarged
i5 shows a more or e
* . , 8.
of the intermittent mechanisia for no in
the filia, together with a portion of ti
posti 'e late and the film gaie. Fig.
an enlarged plan view of one of the
for supporting the lain house and the de
tent tier'efo''. iig. 17 silov's a section itaken
on the line 17-17 of Fig. 16, Figs. 18 and

eiticiazi, for in of kinetoscope, and par
riy oxe a which a film having a plu
i rows of pictures thereon can be
it is, is3 oi2% of the cijects of my in
is provide a mechanism ioy which is represent a modificatio of the film take
: can ise readily and easily con up tileckianism, with a film in agazine, Fig.

g

18 being
a section
its to project the different rows is,
Figs.20
and 2: on line 8--18 of Fig.
'esent aarrangement,;
modification
". 3.
object, gi my invention is to pro of the pressure latei'e spring
; ::canism by which the film can be Fig. 20 representing a section through the
it it is citizer direction through the machine exposure openings of the aerilire plate and
witholtt,
'equiring
Fig. 21anda spring.
site elevation of a portion of the
25 jair,
?i viae
operator,any adjustment on the piate
Asiother object of ray invention is to pro Corresponding paris are referred to both SG
Yidethea 1:33:
signified aid compact arrangement in the drawings and the following descrip
if
gianistin so that it may be used suc tion by similar reference characters.
lilie? persons and so as ic in the accompanying drawings, Fig. 5
ction .without
(scre
iiiciency.
. materiaily illustrates the film which tine rachine itsed
i

t

oi.

.

i

for purposes of ilistiation is intended to
handle. This film carries firsea rows (i.
se
and
other
objects
in
view,
the
ii vention consists of certain novel features photographs, the sticcessive photograpis
i ('sastretion, coinination, and arrange. representing successive positions of the
eit 3 pai's as will be more fully described object, in motion as is done in the ordinary
:iii. (inted glit, in the appended claims. motion
pictiire film). Each rivy of photo
he drawings, Figi'e 1 is a side eleva gi'aps Jay 'epi'esent, a different scene, ir
tion of the complete machine with a portion ali the ri) is may pe. inade i? repr
{{ the lap house broken away. Fig. 2 is (oile
sceine, so that ifier he row on
a jiai view of the complete machine. Fig. toile continu{}lls
side
of
the
filia is ji'ojected, the cent'ai
3 is a font elevation of the complete ma row will be late
to follow in edite
ifiew 9.S
chine. Fig. 4 is a section of the operating enailing
after,
the
the
otheir
outside
row,
theirely
me
to
'e
acchainisia on the line 4-4 of Fig. 3. Fig.
'e 'estent, a sc{i}{e vicise
5 rei'esents a portion of the film which she dii’ation is tii'ee times
as if the in
machine illustrated in the drawings is in 2arried only Oile row ofas loing
photographs.
teified to use. Fig. 6 is a detail of the addition to the 'ows of photographs whichIn Oi
opei'ative mechanism to be more fully de it have indicated by 21, 22 and 23, the film
stilled greater. Figs. and 8 are two also
two rows of equidistant perfor:views of the film reeling device with the tions has
24,
into
winich
of the mecha
it liey and citch shown in section. Fig. 9 nism engage to
moveportions
the fin.
i: anfir)elevation
the exposure plate with. have specifically shown this particular for C s
the
gate 'eiofnoved.
Fig. 10plate,
is anshow
en of fill having three rows of photog
iaiged section of the exposure
aid the liechanishi (lated to use
ing tile till gate pened, such section being obviol
is that the techanish can be di
a c's the line 10-10 of Fig. 4. Figs, 11, to Ilse fili: ) is viing w (), cu', or joi's roy:

9f photographs without departing froy ay

'a.

3.

1,204

invention, and that many of the features of
iny invention are useful with a film having
only one row of. pictures and it is also
toi) witus that a single rosy of perforations
night be used, although find it is prefer
able to use a double row.
Referring now to the drawings, 25 repre
sents generally the lamp house which is of
the ordinary structure. have illustrated as
a source of illinaination, the well-known
Nernst, lamp, though it is obvious that any
otheir efficient forian of illuinination may be
substituted for the Nernst lamp. The lamp

424.
seen that, by turning the kiuried
the auxiliary frare 28, with the piperatin
(3 g i
mechanistin for the film, will be
the guide rods 27 and the driving
carrying with it : th:te film Feel support 3.is
and the film reel 37, so as to bring each row
of photographs opposite the axis of the

motion19 failing
pictureinto
projecting
lens in38,thetheplate
de
tent
a depression

house is provided with condensing lenses of.
a wei-known type. .
The operating mechanisin for supporting
and moving the film is located in front of
the lamp house. A box-like faile 26 is pro
vided as the main support for the operating
mechanism. Projecting through this box
like fraine are guide rods 27 on which is
mounted an auxiliary frame 28 containing
he operating mechanism for moving the
film. To one side of this auxiliary frame 28
is fastened an exposure plate 29 to which is
attached the film gate 30. A driving shaft
31 is mounted on bearings in the main frame
26 and has, on one end, a fly wheel 32 and on
the other end, a pinion 33 meshing with a
3. 0 gear wheel 34 to which is attached a handle
35. To the auxiliary frame 28 is attached a
bracket, or support, 36 in which is journaled
35

W

s

29 when each row of film is central with
such axis, if we assune that the giurality
of rows of photographs represent, a coatiati
oils scene, the auxiliary frains will be shifted
to bling the outside roy of photograpis op
posite the leis with the filii wound up in
the reel-37. By tarning the handle 35, the
outside row is passed across the ienstheantii
the end of the film is reached, with ti eit
of the filia still attached to the reel 3. The
auxiliary f ille willi now be shifted to bring S:
the cent'ai 'ovy of photographs on the flin
opposite the eas 38 and he handle 35 iuried
in the opposite direction to pass the cential
i’ow a ci'oss the lens and wind it, tip on the

Feel 87. When the last photograph of that ga

row reaches the exposure opening, the aris
the last row opposite the lens and the handle
will be turned to again unreel the film.
in the process just described, it will be

iliary fraine will again be shifted to yring

seen that th2 meghanish for moving the
filia is at One line moving in one direction,
a fill reel 37. On the main frame 26 is and another tinae in the opposite directio;.
if there is ally back lash between the pinion
inointed a projecting lens 38 for the motion. 43
and the gear 51 the position of the phe
pictures and the steriopticon lens 39 for tographs
with relation to the exposure open
laniei'n slides, which may be placed in front ings 50 will
shifted in accordance with
gf the condensing lenses shown in section the alli oil it ofbeSicil
back lash, and since in
on the lamp house in Fig. 3.
inly siliilified techiinism I have provided i:
The operating mechanism to intermit it
device, it is necessary to ove:tently move the film) consists of a toothed collefraging
objection. I do this by a ttaching
Spocket drum 40 mounted on the shaft 41 to the this
gear 51 a diplicate section 42 cut witi,
journaled in the auxiliary frame 28. On precisely
the same number of teeth and the
the end of the shaft 41 is attached a gear 51 salie pitch,
mounting it rotatably oa s
of pecuial structure to be more fully de the sea!' 5. andA spring
52 presses agains,
scribed hereafter, and meshing with the pins 3 and 5t, iittached respectilely
to sec
gear 51 is a pinion 43 on the end of the
1 and 42, tending to hoid the two sec
shaft 44 journaled in the auxiliary frame tions
in such relative position as to make
28 and carrying one portion of a mutilated tions
width of the teeth oil the gear as a whole i 5
gear to be more fully described hereafter. the
wider than the teeth of either of the sec
Splined to the driving shaft, 31 is the other tions,
52 engaging with a groove
portion of the mutilated gear meshing with in shaftthe41spring
to held the With
section 42 structure,
against lonif
the mutilated gear on shaft. 44. Attached to gitudinal moveinent.
the auxiliary frame 28 is a rack 45 meshing the spaces in the pinion 43 this
should be wider

.

with a pinion 46 on the end of a vertical
the teeth on the gear 51, the spring 52
shaft 47 journaled in the casting 26 and pro thin
moves the segion 42 to take up this extra
vided with a knurled head 48. The rihain Spage.
It will be seen, therefore, that the
frame 26 is also provided with a bracket into

which is placed a spring-seated ball detent-teeth on the drun 40 are compelled to oc.
a constant relation to the pinion 43
49, which engages with depressions in the cupy
on shaft 44, no lilatter whether the handle
plate 29 in the ordinary manner to hold the 35
is being turned in one direction : the

late yieldingly in predetermined position. other, and that the photographs will be
brought, correctly to the exposire openings

The late 29 has a series of exposure open
ings 50, Oile opposite each row of photo
graphs on the film used in the machine.
Fi'OIn the foregoing description, it will be

50, no matter in which direction the finis
being moved.

2

2 5.

The mutilated gear for giving an inter
mittent motion to the 'drilla t} is in general ing
pins 64 may be used instead {}f the fiat
S
of
the
well-known
Geneva
in
ovement,
type
splings
shown in Fig. 20. The plate (33 i
but with
improvements over £he ordinary 3. 2. { provided
with projecting strips
forms
thereof.
As
illustrates,
i
have
pio
oyes,
so
that,
when the gate 30 is closed
vided on shaft 44, a disk 55 with radia slots
tie
tension
plate
63 is pressed against
56 therein. On the shaft 3i and spined 'I, Exposure plate 29, the
is on the
thereto, as shown in Figs. 4 and 14, is an sign plate 63 coöperateprojectioi
with the
O arm 57 carrying a pin 53 which, winer the
shaft 3i is turned, engages ii) the sicts 55 . iny of its photographic st:
to give shaft 44 an intermittent motion.
with openings
Also attached to shaft 4:... is a disk 59 located
in
alinement with the disk.80,four
splined
to the
shaft, 31. The disix
concaved
the piates 63 and 29.
sides curved to fii.
Y
provided a film ake-ij}
ign and one which,
3:
ij :onnection with the :
Jog ii
have With
illustrated,
is obviour
and 60 serve as a lock for t
20
such a struc
The
structure
as
describe
The fi:ii, reel 3 is mounted upon and at
ment over the ordinary
£ached
to one end of a shaft. 63.jgirnaied i
movement in that the ice
the bracket. 36. On the opposite end.
separate and distic; r.
5 has a member 66 that is provided
slotted disk 55, so as to si;
indie
37 in the form shown in Fig. 7, or
facture and cheape; the cost Of pi'oduction, in a kill
tied head, in the form show: in
and at the Sane finae, so give a structure in
3. .00Sely taoanted on this member 9.G
which the radially sigited disk may have its is ai.pulley
89, provided with a folier cuic:
full strengti, and at tie same time provide 9 of 2, well-known
type, so that when the
3. sufficieni, iecking striace bagween tie disks pulley 69 is moved in one direction, the
39 and 60. Vish the ordinary structure, the surface uniociis the roller 70 and perhit.
disk 55 serves to carry oth thesio is aid the the
piley to be turned freely, without 5
coincaved sides, and if his iesigned, would affecting
member 66 and the shai,
necessarily be cut a way on the dotted ine When thetiepulley
is tirned in the opposi:
35 which have indicated by 6i, or eise the disk direction, however, the cam surface
60 would be made Staliez, this educing its {ver tie roller 70 to jam the iaiter between
wearing
surface, which would be limited to latter
the pulley
69 and the inember 83 to drive tie
positively.
the arc
disk
55. between the radiai slots oil
5ivoted on the hub of ille bearing of the
369 The exposure plate 29 is provided with shaft, 65 is a Swinging arn 72 carrying a
vertical guide ways 62 to support the film rollei 3, over which the iim from ihe
at its outer edges and between each row of rolier
to the exposure plate 29
photographs, and 2; the S2 he time to keep v round37tilepasses
hub
of
for the 3half,3.
the photographic stifaces iron rubbing 35 is a coiled Springthe74,bearing
9ne
eid
of wirich is
s:is against tile plate 29. Riinged to the plate fastened if the arm 36 and the other of
29 is 63
a filii
gate 31,
hears against the Swinging arm 72 to
plate
notinted
oil. which
iii carries a tension which
'di?ri: ;
the fill. Ai, she same
ingly away from ites:
se
i
i.

a

y

ev

s:

aw

-

n.

65. The pins 64

3.

so that the late 33 can be recked a

-

Y

as a

it 35 oilgit
and jongitudinai with relation to tie pieke
s: the film reei 37 ag:
30. This enables the plate 33 te confoin to
tionary ai'in 36, producing8. hai
the
any unevenness in the firl. The Spring ten ight rding
fiction
necessary
to
pre
sion device for the plate 33 may consist, vent the film being uni'eeied too rapidly.
55 either of a single spring, as show ill Figs. Attached to the handie 35 is a pilies 15, g:iii
10 and 15, ruining ie:gh wise of the piaie connecting
the pillieys 5 and 39 is 8,
63,
or ofplate
a pair
initig crosswise ;eit, 8.
of the
833 ofandspirings
one ai, he top and one
from the description, it will he seen that,
at tie bottom, theireoi, as shows) in Figs.20 wien
the hande 35 is turned so as to cause
prefer the late: arra geneit be the drum 40 £o draw the film dowiawai'd, the
33 and 21.
cause of the increased fiexibility is positioji i)eit, 73 will be moved in cuch a direction as
5

5.

2

i

s

ing the plate 33 when ionic with piate to cause the pulley 69 to free itself froin the
29, due to the fact that she springs do not shaft
65, this permitting the iii in to be

SS

preventdirection,
a rocking
notion of the plate in
S. the arrangeleist of Fig.
either
as
is is hia 6 s.
ited springs st!''Q::::i-

drawn freely from the reel 37. Since the

la?tion of the drum 40 is intermittent, it is

desiraie to provide the tension roiler 3 to

2qualize the strains QI the film, 23d Éc field

25
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slot in the side thereof always occupies the
same relation to the rollers 85 and the pas
Sage of the film from the magazine to the
roller's S5 is not affected by the changing
positions of the arm 84 as would be the case 7(3.
if the magazine were fixedly mounted.
The projecting lens 38 and the stereopti.
con lens 39 are each fitted in the usual cylin
drical mount. I have provided a simple
form of adjustinent for focusing purposes 75
reel and the is termittent, dria will have the for these lenses. I provide a tubular mem.
77 provided with a curved opening IS
Same effect, in relieving the film on the reel 'ber
its wall, through which projects a handle
fi'oin the Sudden jerks given to it, by the in in
oir stem 88 attached to the lens motin. This
Bernai.ient, drain.
is threaded and over it is placed a
5
After all of the film is drawn from the stein
sleeve 79, as shown in section in
reel 3, the knurled head 48 will be turned threaded
Fig. 3. By rotating the iens mount by
to ring the central rew of photographs op means
of the handle 79, the engagement of
Bosite the projecting lenses, and the inotion
g; the handie 35 will then be reversed so that the sin, 88 with the slot 78 causes the lens
2g the film will pass tapwardly between the to be moved toward or away from the ex
posure opening 50 to focus the picture.
plates 29 and 36. The spring belt, 76 will After
is focused, it is clamped in
irow rotate the pulley 69 is such a direction positionthebylens
turning
the handle T9, which be
as to cause the clutch T0 to operate and to cause of the screw thread
on 88, binds the
the shaft 65, and the ree 3 and wind lens mount in the tubular member
77.
;3 up the film. The spring beit 6 provides a
The
lamp
house
25
is
mounted
on
base
iyieidig device so as to prevent any undue 80 by four 2-shaped links 81, one ofthewhich
preSStre of the film by reason of its being has attached to it a spring-seated bail 82, co
scid up too fast. When the film moves
with indentations in a plate 83 in
it his direction, the roiler 73 acts to equalize operating
the base S0 to hold the lamp house yieldingly
8 the pressure on the fiina due to any difference in
positions. It will be see
in he rates ai, which it passes the drum 40, thatpredetermined
the
lamp
house with
is moved,
it ofis
aid is taken g : the reel 3. in other forcedwhen
to
travel
in
a
circle
the
axis
words, if for any reason the reel 3 does not
lamp house always parallel to its origi
take tip the film temporarily as fast as it the
nal position, and therefore always parallel OC)
3. i: passes the drum 40, the arm 72 will swing
axis of the projecting lens. As shown
upward and end to take up the surplus to the
Figs. 2 and 16, I have provided the cir
fiini. If on the other hand, the reai 3 is in
member 83 with three depressions, so
Éeilding to take 1; the film too fast, the arm cular
as to locate the lamp house properly either
2 vibe pulled doivinward, thus temporarily in
operative alinement with the motion pic
a"
further quantity of film to the
ture lens, or with the stereopticon lens, or to
gree 3.
it farthest removed from these lenses
ig is sometimes desirable to provide a pro hold
and
the
plate 29 so as to give free
tecting covering or fireproof magazine for access toexposure
the film on reel 37, and this do by the stric film. the mechanism when threading the
to cause the ree 37 to turn at a uniform

rate. The effect l'oduced by the spring 74
on the reel 3. prevents the latter from feed
ing if the film faster than it can be taken
5 by the drum 40. Wihile have shown the
Relie: 3 as mounted on the arm 72 pivoted
goicéritically with shaft 65, it will be un
derstood that this simply illustrates my pre
erred fora. it is obvious that any yield
ingly mounted spying roiler between the film

s5

50

60

ture illustrated in Figs. 18 and 19. Instead
of the arm 72 in the form shown in Figs.
and 8, use an arm 84 mounted in exagly
the same manner as a ran 72 and held by the
same Spring 73. An 84, however, has three
branches and a car or magazine 86 is fas
tened to the three branches and thus is free
to rotate around the shaft, 65. One of the
branches of arm S4 carries two rollers 85
which have the same function and method
of operation as rollier 3. The magazine 86
is provided with a slit in its side opposite
the roilers 85, through which the film passes
from the reel 37 inside the magazine, to the
feeding mechanism.
87 is a swinging cover for the magazine
86,
closed after
is in
place.whichin isoperation,
the the
armreel8437swings

While I have illustrated and described

any invention as a device using a reel of film,
it may also be used efficiently with the film .
made up as a continuous band, in which case
the bracket 36 and the belt, 76 would be re 3.5
moved. When a continuous band of film is
used, there will be no reversal of the motion
of the mechanism, since shifting from one
row of pictures to the other would occur
upon the completion of one turn of the
band.
Having now described my invention, what
A claim as new and desire to secure by Let
ters Patent is as follows:
1. In a kinetoscope, a main frame, a lens 2 5
mounted thereon, a plate movably mounted
on said main frame and having a plurality
exposure openings therein and means for
iround the shaft. 65 precisely the same as of
moving said plate at will and without op
does arm 2, as previously described, and erating
the film feeding mechanism to bring 130
since the magazine S6 moves with 84, the

1,204,424

35

t-any desired one of Said openings opposite give an intermittent rotation to said driven :
the axis of said lens, substantially as de shaft when the said driving shaft is con
scribed.
2. In a kinetoscope, a main frame, a lens tinuously rotated, a plate separate from Said
5 mounted thereon, a plate movably mounted gears and having a plurality of concave Sir-"

on said main frame and having a plurality
of exposure openings therein, means for
moving said plate at will and without op
erating the film feeding mechanism to bring
10 any desired one of said openings opposite
the axis of said lens, and a detent adapted
to hold said plate with the center of any

Such opening in the axis of said lens, sub
stantially
as described.
5
3. In a kinetoscope, a driving shaft adapt
ed to be continuously rotated, a driven shaft
parallel to said driving shaft, a disk fas
tened to said driven shaft and having radial
slots therein, a member mounted on and ro
20 tating with said driving shaft, and having
a projecting pin adapted to engage said slots
to intermittently rotate said driven shaft,
and means separate from said disk and
member comprising a pair of coacting ele
25 ments respectively mounted on said shafts,
adapted to hold said driven shaft stationary
whenever said pin is out of engagement with
said slots, substantially as described.
4. In a kinetoscope, a driving shaft adapt
30 ed to be continuously rotated, a driven shaft
parallel to said driving shaft, a disk fas
tened to Said driven shaft and having radial
slots therein, a member mounted on and ro

tating with skid driving shaft, and having
35 a projecting pin adapted to engage said
slots to intermittently rotate said driven

faces, mounted on said driven shaft, and a
circular member separate from said gears 6 5
and fixed to said driving shaft, adapted to
engage said concave surfaces to hold said.
driven shaft stationary whenever said muti
lated gear's are out of engagement, substan
tially as described.
7. In a kinetoscope, an intermittently ro
tating shaft and reversible means to move
it intermittently, a toothed drum adapted
to engage the film, a pinion on said shaft
and a gear on said drum meshing there
with, said gear being composed of two con
centric disks, and a spring adapted and ar
ranged to yieldingly resist relative rotation
of said disks, substantially as described.

S. In a kinetoscope, an intermittently ro
tating shaft and reversible means to move
it intermittently, a toothed drum adapted
to engage the film, a pinion on said shaft, a
gear on said drum meshing with said pinion,
and means to prevent back lash between said
gear and pinion, Substantially as described.
9. In a kinetoscope, a plate having an ex

posure opening, reversible mechanism in
cluding a film operating member, an inter
mittent movement and gearing connecting
said member and movement for moving the 90
film in either direction longitudinally past
said exposure opening, and means for pre
venting back lash in said gearing to cause
the photographs on said film to be properly
positioned relatively to said exposure open
ing, regardless of the direction in which said
film is moved, substantially as described.
10. In a kinetoscope, a main frame, in
cluding two side plates and guide rods be og
tween them, an auxiliary frame, having two
side members and slidingly mounted on said
guide rods, a sprocketed drum between and
journaled in said side members, a driven
shaft journaled in said side members, a driv 05
ing shaft journaled in the side plates of Said
main frame, and gearing between said side

'shaft, a plate having a plurality of concave
sides on said driven shaft and means fixed
... to said driving shaft and adapted to engage
40 said concave sides to hold said driven shaft
stationary whenever said pin is out of en
gagement
with said slots, substantially
as
described.
o
5. In a kinetoscope, a driving shaft, a
45 driven shaft parallel thereto, mutilated
gears connecting said shafts, and adapted
to give an intermittent rotation to said
driven shaft when the said driving shaft
is
continuously rotated, and means, inde members connecting said driven and driving
30
pendent
of and separate
said mutilated
shafts, one portion of said gearing being
gears bomprising
a pair offrom
coacting
elements slidingly
mounted
on said driven shaft, Sub.
respectively mounted on said shafts, adapted
as described.
and arranged to hold said driven shaft sta stantially
specification signed and witnessed
tionary whenever said mutilated gears are thisThis
9thday
of October, 1911.
55 out of engagement, substantially as de
scribed.

6. In a kinetoscope, a driving shaft, a
driven shaft parallel thereto, mutilated
gears connecting'said shafts, and adapted to

8. s

Witnesses:

ADOLPH. F. GAEL,

fi:NiRY L.ANAHAN,

ANNA R. K. EIA4.

